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WORKSPACE
IN PROGRESS
HOW WORK
AFFECTS LIFE
Designs by students of the department of Industrial Design at
the University of Applied Arts Vienna, under the direction of
Prof. Stefan Diez, in an exhibition curated by Matylda Krzykowski
at the MAKK Cologne.

Work, as the old German proverb says, is half the life. One would think that this view would
have long been a thing of the past. But instead, the debate about work is more complex and extensive than ever - and has been for quite some time. With the endless possibilities for choosing a
career and the paradigm of a self-determined life, decisions in this regard are increasingly overburdening the individual. Currently, the question is being asked more and more frequently what value
we attach to work in the structure between leisure time, family, self-determination and external
determination, and whether we can and want to separate work from leisure time at all. Where is the
center of our "work-life balance", where and how do we want to work, in what do we want to invest
our time?
For some, work is an essential aspect of existence fulfilment, for others it is livelihood
security, and for still others it is a psychological burden, especially, or precisely, when work is
missing. But work in its present form is also the cause of our enormous consumption of resources
and leads incessantly to the destruction of the common basis of life. This aspect in particular shows
how interwoven the arguments are and how urgently a reconsideration of priorities and circumstances has become necessary.
Over the course of two semesters, the students have researched the current and future
forms of work: While the first semester focused on the current influences on the world of work in
terms of technological, economic and social changes, the second semester dealt with the production methods of these projects from the point of view of a future-oriented circular economy.
Designers, especially industrial designers, have a direct impact on the tools of work and
how people work together in workplaces. In addition, through the conception, design and manufacture of products, they can support the transformation of the linear economy into a circular
economy. No matter in which field, designers awaken a society's consumer desires and, together
with industry and crafts, satisfy them by transforming resources into products and services. It is
clear, then, that designers will have a growing responsibility in transforming the issues of work,
economy, and sustainability.
Together with Wagner-Living as the manufacturer of the exhibition architecture, the exhibition, in addition to the students' projects, addresses approaches to how design can respond with
new concepts to increasing resource consumption and the need to change to a circular economy.
The students were accompanied throughout two semesters by the ID1 team (Christian
Ruschitzka, Christian Steiner, Christoph von Berg, Doris Grossi, Elisabeth Wildling, Eva Kitting,
Jakob Illera, Katrin Sailer, Marcus Bruckmann, Peter Mahlknecht, Sandra Hofmeister, Sophia
Podreka and Ursula Klein) and additionally by Gonzalezhaase (Berlin), Mirko Borsche (Munich),
Harald Gründl (EOOS - Vienna), Matylda Krzykowski (Berlin), Gustav Lindholm (HAY - Copenhagen),
Daniel Prost (Institute of Architecture, die Angewandte), Dominik Hammer, Arthur Desmet as well
as Lina Fischer (DIEZ OFFICE - Munich) in numerous discussions and workshops. The project was
kicked off by Matylda Krzykowski with a 3-day workshop on personal speculative workspaces. The
students were generously and valuably supported in the implementation of the projects and the
exhibition by our project partner, the Augsburg-based company WAGNER-LIVING.
Stefan Diez, Munich, August 2021
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EVERY
PRODUCT
DESIGN IS A
CONCEPTION
OF THE
WORLD

WORKSPACE IN PROGRESS focuses on the relationship of a young generation to work.
The designs address the current conditions of the working environment, such as creativity, adaptability and flexibility, and the associated technological, economic and social challenges. There is
hardly a better place to negotiate the present and the future than in teaching and education. The
question of what preferred spaces we need to earn our income and what we want to invest our time
in is recurring. And more importantly, will they be activities we want to pursue?
The result of this negotiation is an exhibition at MAKK Cologne consisting of a depot of
products and projects in the form of processes, furniture, lights, clothing, video, devices and
systems. In preparation of the exhibition, these ideas were activated in the sense of props on a
stage through performances. Through the performances, expected and perceived challenges such
as remote working, lack of mobility, limitation of space, or lack of privacy become apparent.
Rarely has a topic dominated all areas of work and life as much as the pandemic. Our
familiar environment has become a screen. The question of how the students' designs could come
into contact with an audience that might be absent from the museum gave rise to the proposal to
document the performatively presented work processes and to share them in the form of videos in
digital space. It is not enough to translate a product that has taken place in the analog into the
digital in a mirror image. Viewing a physical experience, on the other hand, stages the possibility
of experiencing work in a way. It is only through an action that designs are integrated into a possible worldview.
Matylda Krzykowski, Berlin, February 2021

WORKSPACE IN PROGRESS will be on view at the MAKK Museum für Angewandte Kunst
Köln from 06 - 31 October 2021, in parallel with a digital program. The exhibition is curated by
Matylda Krzykowski, planned by Lina Fischer (DIEZ OFFICE) and graphically realised by Bureau
Borsche. Video production in collaboration with Daniel van Hauten. WORKSPACE IN PROGRESS
was created in collaboration and with the valuable support of WAGNER-LIVING, Augsburg.
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"THROUGH THE
PERFORMANCES,
EXPECTED AND
PERCEIVED
CHALLENGES
SUCH AS REMOTE
WORKING, LACK
OF MOBILITY,
LIMITATION OF
SPACE, OR LACK
OF PRIVACY
BECOME
APPARENT"
Matylda Krzykowski, curator
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Picture: Daniel van Hauten, Art Direction: Matylda Krzykowski

3WAVESERVICE
BY ANTON
DEFANT

Overview of available products. Products by: Charlotte Defant, Benjamin Unterlugger,
Benjamin Nagy, Anton Defant.

SYSTEM
WHAT

An online and local shop that rewards presumption work with discount or freeware.

WHERE

Online and in selected locations.

WHO

Young adults that are aware of their material surroundings and willing to invest time in
building products for others and themselves.

HOW

The shop bases on three payment options: 1. already assembled product for full price,
2. component set for self-assembly for discount price, 3. two component sets for
self-assembly, free of charge if you return one of the products assembled.

WHY

Offering an experimental alternative to existing production and shopping systems,
using the ongoing blend between consumer and producer, to create a local platform
that raises awareness for the value and strength of creating for each other.
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Interface of the Thirdwaveservice.
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MONOKO
BY PHILIPP
PRANZL

A bench build out of "Monoko" bars.

SYSTEM
WHAT		

A set of wooden bars that can be put together to form various objects.

WHERE
			

In every co-working space, tinkering garage, yoga studio, children's room and museum
shop of this world.

WHO
Everybody who is looking for an activity that lies somewhere between gamified work
			and productive pastime.
HOW
The wooden slats are held together with a simple connection and can be disassembled
			just as easily.
WHY
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In this project, the focus mainly lies on the act of building, rather than a finished piece
of furniture. However, it should convey a certain sense of productivity and fulfillment.
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DENKRAUM
BY ANATOL
STELZHAMMER
FURNITURE
WHAT		
			

A tubular room dividing system made of translucent fabric that generates a space
separated yet still connected to the room.

WHERE		

Overcrowded open floor plan and co-working spaces.

WHO		

Everyone who works in open floor plan offices.

HOW
			

The user can lower it down from the ceiling, depending on the situation the
length and tilt can be adjusted.

WHY
			
			
			

It is a filter against sensory overload confronting you in office work life. It protects
its user yet is agile enough to just fold away in order to make room for collaboration.
The opening and closing of the room highlights the necessity of being with yourself
at times and also to connect with others during the creative process.
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In troubled environments, "Denkraum" creates boundaries and allows the user to work undisturbed
and concentrated and have time for themselves in their private space.

By using one of the cable winders separatly, "Denkraum" can be opend to one side.
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STETS
BY ALEXANDER
ALLROGGEN

When the seat is folded down, "stets" can be used as a normal chair; when the seat is folded up,
it can serve as a support at a standing workstation, allowing flexible and ergonomic work.

FURNITURE
WHAT

Stets is a stackable lightweight chair and standing aid with the intention to be moved
around easily.

WHERE

It can be accompanied with height adjustable tables and placed in modern ofﬁce
environments with the option to work while standing.

WHO

Stets is giving those who sit or stand too much the option to change their position.

HOW

By rotating the curved seat the user can switch between both positions easily.
The curved seating provides comfort in those positions.

WHY

Since sitting too many hours is a common problem height adjustable tables and
options to work while standing are established in modern ofﬁce environments.
Compared to chairs Stets is a companion for both standing and sitting.
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Via a pivot in the center of the chair, the seat can be folded up and "stets" can be stacked in a row
to save space.
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TINTED RAY
BY JASMIT HOF

The light and transparent structure of "tinted ray" can be span over the workplace to dim unpleasant
light sources, if needed.

FURNITURE
WHAT		
			

A flexible and poetic structure that tints the individual light situation and its intensity in
an open plan workspace. It creates a personal space without being surrounded.

WHERE		 Co-working spaces and workplaces, where the light source cannot be changed
			individually.
WHO		

Everyone who is bothered by light and wants to adapt it to his/her mood or needs.

HOW
			
			
			
			

The agile and flexible material gives a lot of scope for adaptation, and the Helix twist
makes it possible to shield yourself sideways and frontally at the same time. The structure comes in various colors. You choose the position of the arch by pulling, building
tension and fixating it with a sandbag. The fabric can be moved intuitively using three
self-clamping ribs in three different positions.

WHY
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	Light intensity and the color of light have different effects on our mental health and body.
People work mostly under lighting conditions that do not fit their individual needs. Some
like bright, cool or colorful light while others may prefer a dimmed and warmer atmosphere. This structure allows you to independently control the lighting situation at your
workplace without disturbing the needs of others while creating a personal room.
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NESTING
BY STEVEN
DAHLINGER

The framing arm and backrests, that are merging into each other offer a variety of seating options
when "nesting" used as a normal sofa.

FURNITURE
WHAT

A piece of furniture that offers two different situations: folded together it functions as
a sofa, unfolded it becomes a room within a room, offering a small personal retreat.

WHERE

Office, airport lounge or at home.

WHO

People that look for shelter within bigger spaces.

HOW

The backrest of the sofa is double-layered. By pulling the inner layer upwards and
pushing it to the back, a protective structure unfolds. When needed the walls can be
easily collapsed and folded back.

WHY

The contemporary work environment is characterised by open plan offices, a culture
of constant availability and fading boundaries between work and non-work. This can
have a lot of unwanted, stress-related negative side effects on us. My contribution aims
to offer a room within a room that appears and disappears with ease.
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When folded up "nesting" creates a place of retreat.
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REST BEFORE
YOU GET TIRED
BY MONA
ABUSAMRA

The angled legs of "rest before you get tired" allow the bench to tilt if the user's weight shifts too
much, waking them up from their power nap.

FURNITURE
WHAT		
			

A piece of furniture that allows a worker to experience proper rest in a form of a power
nap during the working hours, combining natural body warnings, sitting and laying.

WHERE		

The object can be placed in offices, cubicles or private studios.

WHO		
			

It is meant to be used by office workers that don’t take enough breaks or get too caught
up with work and forget to take a break.

HOW
			

By a simple tilt caused by worker’s adjustments the object awakes the person when
the break is over, as well as it informs when it should start.

WHY
			
			

Rest before you get tired’ is a rule that shifts the attention to the importance of frequent
breaks during work. Such a rule should be more applied and understood as the need
of a human body.
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The seat cover can be folded up into a cushion and completely separated from the bench for
cleaning.
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PERFORMING
STAGES
BY ALICE
KLARWEIN

When folded, "performing stages" is space-saving and provides flexibility in open office structures.

FURNITURE
WHAT		 A piece of furniture that undergoes a transformation from shelf to desk, and the other
			way around.

"Performing stages" can be transformed from shelf to table simply by sliding it apart, without having
to move or clear the items stored on it.

WHERE		 Studios and open ofﬁce structures which demand ﬂexibility and transition on a
			daily basis.
WHO		
			

People whose desks cannot be stuck to the ﬂoor but have a demand for a ﬂexible
working structure at the ofﬁce that requires movability.

HOW
The two axisymmetric components of the shelf can be separated from the middle
			 onwards. Hence the upper once vertically rested levels turn into horizontally aligned
			desk-segments.
WHY
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In contemporary ofﬁce structures space and ﬂexibility are key components. Similar to
the principle of a supermarket trolley that is stored in a space-saving way and only
occupies more area when used, consequently undergoing a transition from passive
to active, in this case shelf to desk, space usage is maximised or minimised according
to the presence and performance of the worker.
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FOLDED SHEET
OF PAPER
KARIN
MARKOWSKI

The lightweight structure made of cardboard honeycomb panels, allows easy switching between
large work table and smaller individual workstations.

FURNITURE
WHAT		

A surface-centered meeting table, that allocates two workspaces within one movement.

WHERE		

In offices, meeting rooms, common spaces.

WHO		 Suitable for everybody who appreciates the possibility of working in a separate and
			
more private area, but occasionally demands a bigger surface or wants to share the
			table with others.
HOW
The surface of the table is divided by four, if you push the outer surfaces, the faces
			
in the middle lift up and create a dividing wall. This way a table for all transforms into
			two separate workspaces.
WHY
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Creativity, productivity, and freedom in our daily working life should not be limited by
space. One should have the possibility to adapt the size of the work surface according to the tasks that need to be fulfilled.
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PRIVATE /
SHARED 2.0
BY KERSTIN
PFLEGER

The lightweight structure of "private / shared 2.0" provides enough stability to hold two adults.

FURNITURE
WHAT

A compact & flexible extra bed (for 1 or 2).

WHERE

Urban areas, where ever decreasing living space is a big issue
offices, in which no separate quiet room is available for lunchtime naps.

WHO

Everybody who wants to have an extra bed / nap time bed, but hasn't enough space
available in their flat/office space.

HOW

An integrated scissors pull-out mechanism in three axial directions enables the extension from a compact unit to a resilient support surface for a mattress. When the bed
is in a compacted state, the mat is simply wrapped around the mechanism, making it
a compact unit that can be easily stored.

WHY

In urban areas, living space is ever decreasing. Therefore space has to be used as
efficiently as possible, in both private and offices areas. This could provide e.g a flexible
solution for power naps inside office spaces. But also for people who want to share their
flat with other people without endangering their own privacy. The goal of the project is
to use as little space as possible for a lying surface which is as large as possible.
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"private/shared 2.0" can be quickly folded out from a compact unit to a bed. The mattress is then
rolled out over the support structure.
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MAGIC
TAPESTRY
BY LAURA
DOMINICI

Flexible working, no matter when and where - "magic tapestry" creates a private workplace even
in the smallest working environment.

FURNITURE
The unrolled carpet marks a defined place on the floor, substituting a personal space.
WHAT		 A portable personal ‘space’ that unfolds into a workplace with a domestic feel in a
			cross-legged position.
WHERE		

Anywhere, away and at home.

WHO		

People working on laptops.

HOW
			
			
			

A minimal working place, a minimal haptic companion, a minimal interior in a digital
working world - a handwoven carpet that is soft, that one can sit on, that may remind
you of home and a small table to put on your lap. The tapestry can be spread out,
marking place, like an area on a map, serving as a substitute for a room.

WHY
			
			

Workplaces are changing and physical presence in offices declines. The working place
can be everywhere today, the main tool is the laptop. While everyone works from
anywhere, you still need a location.
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CABLE GRIP
BY ANTON
DEFANT

By sliding the handle up and down, "cable grip" can be adjusted in height, creating different
lighting situations.

LIGHTING
WHAT		A height adjustable lamp with two light functions: atmospheric and direct.
WHERE		
			

Everywhere, where people switch between different situations at the same spot, which
can be work, as well as living or big gatherings.

WHO		
Private, as well as professional people that search for a versatile, efficient and elegant
			lighting solution.
HOW
			

Through the so-called “Cable Sleeve”, that describes a cross-woven tube that changes
its diameter through traction, which allows intuitive height adjustment.

WHY
			

A space efficient and intuitive light that fills the gap between typologies and functions
of directed and atmospheric light.
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IDENTIFORM
BY CAMILLA
RUH

Different carrying variants of "Identiform" that can be switched easily for various tasks.

APPAREL
WHAT		
			
			

The collection "Identiform is" an alternative workwear. Starting point of the collection
is an apron pant, a single piece of workwear that can be applied in various ﬁelds of
creative occupations, from manual labour to ofﬁce work.

WHERE		 When working in an ofﬁce situation, an atelier, in the workshop, at a meeting, in
			university etc.
WHO		 People who switch between various tasks with different requirements in diverse
			ﬁelds of work.
HOW
			

You wear the apron pant on top of your personal clothing by fastening an elastic belt
on the hips. You can optionally fasten the leg parts around the legs or ﬂip them aside.

WHY
			
			

Workwear is the workspace that is the closest to us and that we identify the most with.
The aim was to break with the common reference structure of salary, education and
gender and suggest a contemporary typology of workwear.
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TALKTILE
BY MADELEINE
K. WIESER
DEVICE
WHAT

A tactile "water cooler moment"-device for remote workers.

WHERE

In home-offices around the world.

WHO

Remote workers: people who work from home, in teams spread out across the world,
without a shared office.

HOW

Talktile gives remote workers a sense of having serendipitous, spontaneous talks with
their coworkers without meeting in person. It offers a water cooler moment through a
tangible product with a tactile surface that differs from the otherwise digital products
remote workers interact with.

WHY

The present and perspective future of work is remote, and with it comes the issues of
isolation and lack of communication. Talktile aims to improve these issues by giving
remote workers a tangible ‘meeting point’, like the water cooler in a traditional office.
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The functional elements of "Talktile" are hidden under a 3D knitted cover in different colors and are
illuminated by light when the device is in use.

"Talktile" can be placed on the users desk in home office to stay in contact with colleagues.
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MOODBOOSTER
BY ARMIN
MUHAMEDAGIC

Moodbooster's soft silicone ring isolates the user from the environment to focus completely on the
impressions inside the device.

DEVICE
WHAT		

A device for mental grounding and mood lifting in the work environment.

WHERE		

Office

WHO		Workforce, Employees.
HOW

	By leaning into the device the face gets pressed against the silicone ring which offers
a soothing feeling of isolation from the usual surroundings. Inside the object you experience a variety of sensual triggers: smell, sound, vibration, darkness, and temperature.
By immersing yourself into this place a resetting state of mind can be achieved.

WHY
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Personal wellbeing is beneficial to any efficient working environment. The presence
of the object offers a release to manage the lack of creativity, fear, sexism, and general
frustration. Coping with different forms of psychological stress is a sincere challenge
in the 21st century workplace environment.
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PROGRAMMED
ORNAMENTS
BY JAKOB
NIEMANN
PROCESS
Each pattern looks slightly different, depending on the external influences at the time of creation.
WHAT		
			

A machine built with simple mechanics representing an industrial mechanism that uses
climate data of our nearest surrounding to create individual patterns on products.

WHERE		

Small-scale production lines or craft businesses.

WHO		

Workers, technicians, programmers, craftsmen.

HOW
			
			

The pattern is created by machine drawn strokes, differing in number, length and
density. The result on each of the plates looks different, depending on the day or year
and the current climate conditions such as rainfall and air temperature.

WHY
			
			

In serial production machines are programmed to repeat the same outcome
continuously. Avoiding mistakes, they produce objects with uniform surfaces. This
system represents an alternate production method underlining the personal in the serial.
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9-TO-5
BY LUDWIG
BACHMANN

"9-to-5" is created with the help of a carbon paper that is placed between the paper and the chair
to record all movements of the office chair during a working day and make them visible in total.

PROCESS
WHAT		

Process-based traces emerging from office work display an 8-hour-workday.

WHERE

Workspaces offering an office chair equipped with wheels.

WHO

Anybody working in a sitting position.

HOW

Carbon paper transfers the incidental traces left by office chair wheels to cardboard.

WHY
The series 9-to-5 examines single working days in various conventional jobs. The
			
technique used makes a concealed outcome of work visible and thus offers a new
			perspective.
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